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This was the first of four public meetings planned by the BPC in an initiative to “identify a path forward” 

on America’s nuclear waste. Other meetings will be conducted in the South, Midwest, and West (near San 

Onofre, probably in San Diego). 

 

The BPC feels that, for a brief period after the Blue Ribbon Commission issued its report in January 2012, 

there was a sense of urgency to address the issue--a sense that has now dissipated and which the BPC 

would like to re-create. Dennis Hastert (from Illinois, former House Speaker, who now heads this BPC 

initiative) may agree, but he also says that, if we just had appropriations (i.e. if Harry Reid were out of the 

way) we could make progress and solve the problem. 

 

Tim Frazier, who staffs this initiative for the BPC, kept asking panelists to “identify barriers” to progress. I 

assume he was trying to identify a focus for BPC recommendations. But the responses were often broad 

and systemic—not the kind of things that might lead to a clear path for early progress. 

 

Several panelists (D. Wright: NW Strategy Coalition; Richard Lester: MIT) said that, after 40 years of 

frustration, the solution now may require “thinking outside the box”. Maybe true, but we heard little real 

out-of-the-box thinking at this meeting, which really was not designed to generate such concepts. 

 

Lester pointed to “a deep lack of urgency to address the problem—in Congress, in the Executive Branch, in 

industry, even in the environmental community. He said that the NWPA bargain that gave the federal 

government (rather than a consortium of generators operating under federal guidelines) primary 

responsibility was probably a mistake. But he did not suggest that the mistake could or should be remedied 

now. 

 

The NRC (as well as DOE) received rather heavy criticism from this group. NRC has “punted” (in its 

Waste Confidence decisions.1 Industry is too dominant in the appointment of Commissioners, and in 

formulation of regulations. Industry “has to say its safe”.  NRC cannot disagree; otherwise it would have to 

shutdown plants. 

 

The NRDC (Goeff Fettus) position that preemption of the state role in regulating nuclear power (in the 

Atomic Energy Act) was a mistake was supported by Mary Lampert (Pilgrim Watch) and others. 

 

Mary Lampert thinks that a focus on interim storage will allow the feds to “take their eye off the real ball—

disposal”. She is opposed to interim storage “if not restricted in many ways.” Sarah Hoffman (New 

England Conference of PUCs) respectfully disagrees. The priority in New England is SNF removal ASAP. 

 

Surprisingly in such a format, there was a pretty good discussion of risk and risk perception—how 

technical people look at risk differently; the comparison of chronic risks in coal burning versus nuclear; the 

role of trust—in the federal government and in agency managers. A Vermont Yankee guy said that the feds 

should just acknowledge all its past failures and shut down all nuclear plants; this would immediately instill 

confidence in every quarter. 

 

Our former colleague Cort Richardson was on the agenda but not on the program. I’m not sure why.   

                                                      
1   Northeastern states will likely challenge the NRC’s Waste Confidence decision and rule. 


